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Dear Editor,
Colorectal cancer is the third leading cancer all
around the world following lung and prostate cancers.1 Rectal cancer (RC) metastasis mainly occurs
in the regional lymph nodes. Liver is the most common site for hematogenous metastasis. Lung, bone
and brain are other metastatic sites, however distant
skin metastasis is rare in RC.2 Skin metastasis in RC
might occur in locoregional area.2,3 In here, a 50-year
old RC female with forehead metastasis is presented
with review of the literature.
A 50-year old female admitted to the hospital 2 years
ago with a history of intermittant hematochezia for 3
months. She was diagnosed rectal cancer with a solid
liver metastasis (33x32 mm) . Liver metastasectomy
with primary surgery for RC was performed after 3
cycles of chemotherapy (mFOLFOX6). She had also
postoperatively 2 cycles of mFOLFOX6 with locoregional chemoradiotherapy (5-FU 200 mg/m2/day
continuous infusion with radiotherapy). However,
she had multiple liver metastasis after 11 months of
follow-up. K-ras mutation analysis was positive for
codon 12 Gly12Asp (G12D). She had progression in
multiple liver metastasis with FOLFIRI-Bevacizumab. There was an isolated hyperemic fragile lesion
with a diameter of 1x1cm in the forehead without any
other skin lesions after 7 months of follow-up with
multiple liver metastasis (Figure 1). The exisional
biopsy of this lesion revealed rectal adenocarcinoma
metastasis (Figure 2). So, she was again given pal-
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liative chemotherapy for multiple liver metastasis
(CAPOX regimen )
Visceral metastasis (i.e. liver, lung) occurs by hematogenous metastasis whereas regional nodal metastasis occurs by lymphatic metastasis in colorectal
cancer. Liver is the most common site for metastasis. İncreased motility and invasiveness of the tumor
cells contribute to the damage of basal membrane
leading to tumor embolism. Tumor embolism contributes to the occlusion of capillaries and extravasation of the tumor cells in hematogenous metastasis.
Skin metastasis occurs by hematogenous metastasis
or locoregional seeding during operation.4
The cancer patients with skin lesions on face should
be evaluated for skin metastasis or paraneoplastic
syndromes besides cutaneous malignancies, such as
basal cell carcinoma or squamous cell carcinoma,
paraneoplastic skin lesions or metastasis. Zona zoster
should be also ruled out, especially in those with pain
related to the locoregional involvements . Cutaneous
metastasis on face in colorectal carcinoma is rare as
mentioned above. Detailed dermatological and systemic physical examination should be performed for
the patient for additional lesions. An isolated skin
lesion gives rise to other causes rather than isolated
metastasis, especially in those that has low incidence
of skin metastasis like colorectal cancer.
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tasis on forehead after approximately 7 months of
multiple liver metastasis. The skin metastasis is
generally expected to occur as multiple lesions,
however she had it as an isolated lesion on forehead. So, it seems to occur as an unexpected pattern in terms of both presentation and localization.
Miguel et al reported a case with subcutaneous
nodular metastasis in rectum cancer.5 But, the skin
metastasis in our patient was ulcerated and fragile
(Figure 1). Saladzinskas et al reported a case with
synchronous lip and lung metastasis in whom they
had applied metastasectomy for both metastasis.6

1
Figure 1. An ulcerated fragile skin metastasis on the forehead

Skin metastasis is reported as 5.3% and is more
common in breast cancer with a predominance of
thoracal localization. However, it is 4-5% in colorectal cancer and frequently localized on abdomen.
Skin metastasis generally occurs in late terms with
a poorer prognosis.2,3 Our patient had skin metas-

Our patient seems to be more interesting. Because,
other cases reported with skin involvement in the
literature are generally accompanied by locoregional involvements like parotideal or mandibular
involvements.7-10
In conclusion, skin lesions in cancer patients
should be evaluated for both metastasis and second
primary skin cancers, even in those with rare skin
metastastatic pattern 	
  like colorectal cancer.
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